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GcCKc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O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E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 kc I /GCCcCI F \Cc/cc H/GFK Gh/\cC FfB
hHI /fhK\cKGCCccKKI \kIckIkcc /cfKCB
F/fc/ccfE/I EKfFFK+ EKAKI FffGfC kGCI OKB
GCCccCI/I E ZH/CEI EKAcK+ EKAchc cC/,/HC/B
A/c \/F cCc/CGCEcS< ZCckC\ZkAH I \ h/Gc E c
Khc Akh cZF\c/GfFKA,/+ FK\F A/ Khc
H  Z GGC\/\cC H/GFK OC/IC EKfFFK I/fhK\cKB
/GCCccC h/ZZccfI /\CH/ZFCF\C OfKGf/EKAcB
ECCI cC hCFFO FCZECGCEKCACIS 
/Cc cZF\B
c/G/HGG \ Akh I FKFKIC\FfhI kA,/\B
c /GCCccCZkAH \c S kAH I FCCIIK\chffcc
GC\  \/I \H F/\F/CI/I ZKKGC I/fhK\cKB
hCZFC\ck\cKCHCIII E ZE/\c HC\/\\ S f\CCFB
FC cZhCccCCI /GKFfhC\\+ c/cc/ZC\\ E OfC\B
cKC\\ FKI\/ZccC\G/C\c OfAfHccFIS CB
\ F\C Hf\CCFFC KGC F/\F/C\/\\ K\\\ ckLB
G C\c/I FGf%/CGG+ FKGAKK\C/I AZZ\cf\cKCB
HCII\\ \/F H\\cOAcfHC/I E /ZCGC\B
c/I FZI/hGC/I kAc/k,/\\ S GcCK cZhCc\C
\ h/Gc EC FCO/ \cC+ HCIF EKA,K\c \ h/Gc E c




KFFffI MJM_ hGGIFfHKfF\/I E GF//I
F/\Ff\c/Gf hOBEI F kcL\c KGC GfKIc//GB
cI H/GFK I/=cCChC\c+ FfI /cf\CEGG KGChc
ckLOCFFFfZC E ckLI c/AKFFff,/I HF\CB
HKCIcCS I\GC\c/I hCZFC\ck\cZO//c E Ch c
kAc/C\FfIIGGC\//I HZ=CIGCCIS Z=CIB
GCCI E  HCI/I /C \CGcC cZFKCccIfc+ /cc/C I/fB
hK\cKkAc/C\FfIc KGC\C GCIFI OkZFCIkc
FKIcZKGGKCHI CAHC\c/I hOBEIF kccL S
fGccffZCOKGCcCCF\c cfGC h ACc/GG/I hZ\CI
F/\F/CI/I cKCHCIcBGf/S: KGCCccC\CGG cKCHCGB
G OkZCccCCI FcCChC\/\cC hCFfccHI CAHC\B
c/I cKCHCIccOKCACI E Ecc/GffI E \Cc/I
\HI A/C, c cfF/HI hGcCKI chKCcc/CB
cS KCH/c E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GfFB
\C FfCc/IFCI h A C\CF\CS
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ZKHI\\/E E ffcc H/ZCFFGC\hCFfcc/C\B
c EllBHf\CCFFC+ EKfFFK h\/HHC\cKGC\/\B
cC \ffIcfcfI/Cc \ h/Gc EC E c/KZ//cCFKCc
hGC\cC ckLG C\C Hf\CCFCI hfGGS
 H OZKG/cZCHff\CFFKE/I ICH/I GG
cKCHCI//c ZkAH c OkZFCh c cKZEfHI OKZhB
ZCGGC\/c hCFfcc//c Hf\CCFC\\ E c \c \kk\c 
cKCHChc FcCChC\/\cC ICCI EllBHf\CCFFC+ Hf\B
cGC\ZKHI\\/E+ O/ZCIc/C\c FG\\C\c FfCI
FCZFFKHf\CCFFCFCI h\cIS H Hf\CCFB
FCI F/Hk\c  I A/ G/hCccCh c FKfGfE/I+ fIB
ZH/CEI E ckLG C\c/I FGf%C/I Ffcc \/F 
Z,CK\\+ EKF MJenBGfhfGG c/FC FfCc/IFCI
h\c cfGKISMn Gf%C/I H/ZFCcc hkk,/\c 
F/ZcKK+ /cc EKfGfFffI MJe` GKOOffI H/IB
I/\\ ICCc KGC /I E I c\hGG\\ EK kGC
: :nn E E \/IC FCI KGC OCcF GcC kGC HCGEKKIS
CC,/I cZFKCcfF\/\c F kcCCI FfCc/IFCI F B
,/Ih  IcL S \ I FC FKfGfcfF\/GGC\/I H/ZB
FCckF\/I F/\F/C\/I + FfI c\ cKC\/c+ Ffc/I
/ICICI OfKGC\K ,/lA, ZfO\FE+ FcB
\KChc ICC,/I KG/hI /I\C\CEC\/\cC ckLG C\c/I
hCZFC\ck\c E G/OK hZc/IS CFFC KGChc FfCB
c/IFCI kAc HC/Gc \CCc + /cc Hf\CCFCGG KGC
F/\F/CI/I ZKKGC ICC,/I cKCHCII\\SMM
kLG C\c/I FGf%Cc KGChc HHccCGCCccKE/I
E OfKGf//I OKGCCccC\/I hGC\cfF\/I K\\cKI
hGhKII\\+ Hfcc OZKG/cZCHff\CFKc \CB
hc F/ACcc  H/GFK hO\cC ICC,/I Hf\CCFB
FCcKCHCIcS Gf%C/I GFfO/Z CI/I C,/ KGC
/,C\c  KHI OZKG/cZCFfGccffZCI \kIckHC\B
c + Hfcc c H F  IckC OCI OfKGf//I KHCB
/I chKCcc/C,/I HZFFCIKCHC\/F\C FGf%C/I
FfccSMe HGG chKCI EGK Ecf\ OZKG/cB
MnS ZAc FfhfF\/c OZKG/cZCHff\CFKC,/I cKCHCIB
I\c GLkckh c FA,/Gc cfcFCEGcS /CG ,HfI,\ PennnQ
4' =T6'O H=9'OH6; RI6! =T':';O+ /ZI* /c/Z
I=^ Hk /G\KI Penn<Q RI6! -=H O4' 'T=9RO6=;C
RI6!6;I ;% =U'H 6; H9W =T6'O RII6+ ICh/Z\Cck
ZF* /II\kGhIC cc/ ICh/Z\Cck Z/\\S
MMS ,HfI,\ PennnQ MMe5MMdS
MeS 
c(A PMJJ<Q Mn:5Mn`
:6OH6 7'  =T$ FH:=-=;6F A?<PY59RTR; 98RBC H:=-=;6'; T96OW8I'99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C
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ZCI Cc\/I\ GfKH\c Hf\CCFC\c F  IckC hZB
\CI F kc IILGGC\/F\C ckLF\C+ EK\\ OZKG/cB
ZCHff\CFKc KZ=IC\KChc FGf%/CGG/ KHC KZB
F/\c/Z/Cc E FfKZKES ZFKCcf\ KGC KAEc
ckLG C\c/I Hf\CCFFCHFf OKC\ G I\CHC\/\B
c E OKZhZCGGC\/\c Hf\CCFC\cSMd CGGG/ cZB
EKccCCI /ZCckC\/\cC OZKG/cZCHff\CFKC,/I \ B
h/GGkF\C + EKC,/I c/F\cC E Hf\CCFFC KGChc
hZ\CI kF\COfKGC\CS ff\CFKc \fK\Chc HZ\B
\CckkOOC\c OKGE/IcK+ KZF/\c/ZCI cfF/H
FfKZK E kGCO  c  I Hf\CCFCGGC\/\cC kF\CIB
F/ZcC\c FC/Gc S fKZKOCCZ/C\c HfK,K\cfC
\CGcC FCFF/CI \fK\CcfCHOC hOBEIhC/cB
cKcOKE FGf%/CGGS fK\CcfHOC KGChc hCI
/GKFfhB E c/cc/ZCOCCZCcSM< f\CCFCI hfGG
CAHC\c/I hOBEIhC/ccKcKccfHfF\C KAEcB
cCCI FKGG/FcCChC\//I E hZ\CI kG/h  I \ffIB
cIS ZKG/cZCHff\CFKC,/I cZEKHI HfB
\CCFCI hC/\cC KGC hKCHFF\cC C,/KGK=C\/\cC E
OKGCCccC\/\cC h ZCcckIkcc S
ZKG/cZCHff\CFKC,/I cKCHCIc GE/IC
AfKHcch\cC /I\CHH C\/I hCC\ChfKcC\\ffIB
ICc/GHI PMJe35dMQ CFIS KI/c HK,/ZB
IC\cC\c Hf\CCFFC cfF/I//c kA,C\ckF\/c E/cB
cCCI AcGG/S ZCckC\/\cC EllB E FCZFFKHfB
\CCFFC h\cI F kcCCI FcCChC\c FHOIES
CFcKZ CIK=Z,KhCIM: FCZE R=:6= :RI665
86996I'99' 4RO69=6;;699' AkLFF \C hKCHFF\B
cC ckLG C\c/IFCI KHF\fH Hf\CCFFC h\B
cI E hcC cKCH/IOCc/Cc F/hk/I Hf\CCFCI
FC/Gc HC\/F\CS 
 I FKZK\cC+ /cc Hf\CCFFC \KB
h/GcfC EKfFFKE/I KZ=IC\KCHC\//I E F\hcB
cHC\//IS /I hfKF\C KCF/IGC\c Hf\CCFFC
KGC\C cfGGfc /IcC\c hKCHFFHHCI cfK,
I/fhK\cKFI\GC\c/I fGKccfhCGG/SM` CIK=ZB
,Kh IcKC kHH Zc  + /cc \/ Hf\CCFFC+ EKGG
cfKGGKCI KGC AkhCI F/\F/CI/I K\ CAHC\c/I
/G H \\ + KGC h  Z IGC\c E IcKC h  ZC hCB
Ffcc/Cc cC CAIIKC OKZhZCGGC\c /G H IcB
OS
ZKG/cZCHff\CFKC,/I hGcFf\C E C FfCB
c/IFCI \fAc//GGC\/\cC GkAk/F\C E f\/CI KI
KG/c/ccf+ /cc HkL\ A/C, I hCFfcfF\/I\
O  cckC kA,C\ck\c/I GFFfccHC\//I E ICCB
,/I cKCHCIII hCZGGC\//I cfKHCc\/HC\//I
hfKII MJdeS HGG O  cLF\/GG O/Zf\c/cB
cf hGcCKGGCI/I \ h/Gc E GCCccK /C FfCc/IFI
AkG IIkc OZKG/cZCHff\CFKC,/I cKCHCIc+
hCFF KHF\fC \/I ZCIIGG/ GfFfC\C HfCc
Hf\CCFCGGC\/I hCFfccHC\/I F/CIKES  CIB
h\cKCI+ cKCHCIc GE/IC E /IcC\c/I OZKG/B
cZCHff\CFKC,/I GC\ F\C FKGAKK\/C\\+ ZB
H/CEI EKfFFKBK\\cKC\\ E c/AcC\\ KZ=B
IC\KCcffI Hf\CCFCGGC\//I cKCHCIcI K\GGC\B
cfC FKFK EKfFFK EKAchC \ h/Gc EC SM_
 h/Gc EC/I ZKKGC C,/KGK=C\/\cC c ZF/ F\C
I A,k\\ FKGAKK\C/I+ c/AcC,/I E ZH/CEI
FfGccffZCB E hOBEIcKCH/I F/ACcc HC\/\B
\ KGC CGH/CI/IS  h/Gc E GCCccK KGC FcCChCI/I
E \/ KGC hGHC\ GE/IcHI Hf\CCFCI F kcB
cL C,/KGK=C\/\\ F\hcfF\/\\S ffZ/GG/
K\GG/ \ h/Gc EC \/ FfCc/IFCI KGC GffGchCHB
HCI h Gcc H cLI OA+ EKGG K\KCc/ccCCI HfB
\CCFCI H/ZFCck\c I/fhK\cKkAc/C\FfII\\S
 H IckkOOCI/I cKCHCIc KGC C,/KGK=C\/I
O/Zf\c//I \CGG/+ /cc \ h/Gc E c I\Cc\Chc
/GCCccC\/HI /fhK\cKGCCcK\\S
F1.3.AF.3$3 J8-/3J.$FF5
cGCICI E\c IKf\// O  GGCHH C\/F\C kG//IB
\ HC/G//I c/ZZKZC E H\\CChCI/I 	=CI
ICH/GG cfII/ccf hIFCG/CZC/I \ZC\cKS IB
FCG/CZCh/ZFK\cK HffccfC cGCICI CFI IKB
O/\cC hGchI FKFKC\/F\C OFFKckLI CHB
O/ZCfHCF\C+ EKF c/FC \C\ HCIC\c/ZCLc + cfZB
hGGC\ff\B E \KcCG\OKGCC\C h\ch\c
*\c kA,/I F/\F/C\CHHC\c cGCICI
EI KZ=IC\cCKC\cS FFKckL E c/ZZKZC
hC/h c A/GOK\cC AfKHCKI \CGc + /cc EffZC cB
GCICI CFI hOBCF E hCZFC\ck\ IKf\Chc
MdS /G\KI Penn<Q MMe5MM<S
M<S 
c(A PMJJ<Q Mn_5MMdS
M:S CIK=Z,Kh KGC Hf\CCFFCcC/c/CGCE + Hfcc HkL\ ICCc 
AZhKE Hf\CCFCI HHccCGC\C+ EKcF FffGfChc OfKB
Gf//\//I EK MJenBGfhfGG PMJeM5QS 
 I KGC /ZCckC\/I
FcCChCI/I FCZEKCccE /I\CHH C\/I hCC\ChfKcC\\ffIICc/GB
HI CFI \ffIcfcf/I \Ccc/HHCI /II/I FCFF/
/fhK\cKGCCcKI FI\KE/I Hf\CCFFCCIS
M`S S CIK=Z,Kh PMJdMQ R% ;% :RXW89G;=7 495
ORH=7+ K\FKh* fl=ClS ZCckC\/\cC FCZFFKHf\CCFFC
h\cI F k,kI FHOIEI GfKIc//\c F\S S CIK=ZB
,Kh PMJdM%Q H=O6T OI'H8=TI4OI46;W T RXW8'+ K\FKh*
fl=Cl
M_S \CH/ZFFCI kF\C /fhK\cKGCCcKI H/ZFCcc hCHHC\c 
\ h/Gc EC\c + cfG/h OZK8/\\KZC C\\ZCKI A/%GCI+ EKc
OC,/ccCCI Hf\CCFCGGC\/I HK,/ZIC\cCI+ EKCc OZKG/cZCB
Hff\CFKc KGChc ICH/IKHC\/\cC h\cf\cI//cS A/%GCB
IC\c cfGC h\c O/Zf\c/cfI \ h/Gc E GCCcKI ckLG C\c/I E
cGKIOKCFC/I Hf\CCFCGGC\//I F\hcfF\//I c A, II//I
fcKIKHC\/I Hf\CCFFC\/FcKZCI OfA//IEKAcE E EK
hfKII MJdd A I KGC HfFI FcChKCH\\ FKGAKK\C/I
Hf\CCFCGGC\c cKCHCIcS ZFKCcf\ KGC HffI Hf\\ O/B
Zf\c K\FKh\c M:n FH /c/G  I \CECc\/hI /IEKhCI
Gf//I FKGAKK\/CGG/ %GGCFFB OfAGGCIB E EllBKZF/\B
c/ZCc \/F f\/Cc FfKZKES 7R99'O'; I=7RX I=T'OI864
8=:@=X6O=H=T M5eaMJd<+ 35JS kLA/HHCI kAc/C\ckL
\kh/IC /IcC\/\c  IS
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ff,/GG//I F/\FCLLI E F/\Ff\c/GfI FKAB
c//F\CS \CccCI c GG OkZCccCCI \ffIcHI
FI\GC\c/I AfKHCKc OKC\ FCFFCIC\C\c
/O FKA,C\c+ EKCc kAc/C\FfIc KGC OfGGKGB
GIS MJdnBGfhfI cKC\c/cfCHOC AKF/HC KGC
GCIf\ cGCICGc* WG H \c KI cfGGfc OZ/HB
O+ cKh/ZCc7 G H \c KI cfGGfc KII/GGC\/HB
O7W hGGC\/I CAHC\/I /G H \\ E /\CH/ZB
FCF\C ZfKI \chff,/\\ cOAcfC cK,/GGCB
\CFCI OZIIfF\C+ Hfcc AfKHcchC
AkLckE I C\c OKGCcCCFI HffcKF\C\c \Chc
/ZCckC\/\cC /GCCcCI /,f\cEcSM3 GCCccC GFKC /ZKcB
cfcf hKCHFF\cC chGGC\/\c FI\\c+ E




GfI O/ZCI GI\//ZH F \Cc/+ \ffZC O/B
Z  IckHCI/I+ cZFKCccC /I\C\CEC\/\cC O/Z  IB
ckHC\c hGGIFfHKfF\/I ZhKC\c FKAcC
OCFFfOKZhZCGGC\C ZhKESMJ /\Ff\c/GfC\\
hOBEI FfGccffZC\c c H I FkC \/GF/ \B
cCS I  /C OCIKc/ccf kF\CIKHI ckLc +
hI HkL\ ckLI fGFKOfKGCI/I CF E /ZCB
GC\/c AfhCcfF\/c FK/ccCCI c ZF/ F\C K\F\C
ff,/I I/fhK\cKCAHC\/I /G H  S  H I B
FkC AkhCI \/GF/ \cC /,/GG HCICccfE/I G/OKB
FKcC/I HfK,KIHffcKF\/\\S KIC\\ cB
OfF\C\\ ICC,/I FKGG/FcCChCI/I GfKII/ \ CB
Gkc/ccCCI+ Hfcc GKHCGfI ZF/II/cc E GKHB
OCFFKE/I cZEKHC OGh/GfE Hffc/ccCCI
Z,CFGC\cCS kL\ ICC,/I kAc/k,/\\ G/ccCCI
cfF/ FfGccffZC\C AZZ\cfF\C E /\Cc/GG 
Hf\CCFFC+ FCZEGGC\ffcc E c/cc/ZCSen
M3S CclOcZC(F PMJJJQ Jn5JMS CclOcZC(F cfGFCc\// OB
ZIIfF\/c cKC\Gc cK,/GGC\ff,/F\C+ Hfcc K\CccCI
HkL\ Z/cKZCCFF\C E OZKO=I,F\CS
MJS C(AKG\ S CH\A/88 PMJ<`Q 4' H'O 'OH'OC
4' H=UO4 ;% '!96;' =- =::R;6I: 6; RII6C
/i KZF* S S fccKI ! (KS
enS Kh/GG PenndQ Md_S
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O=; 8RT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/OKFKcC/I \CE\c hCZFC\ck\F kccLLI \ffIB
IcfC\c OfC\cKC\c cfGC /AF hC/G FCI F/\F/CB
\/HOC h GCI/Cc CAHC\c/I FfGccffZC\/\\
F\hcfF\/\\S 	KZFCI OfC\cK K\FKh\\
cZEK c \c KChI /\CH/ZFCIS 	KZFCI OfC\B
cK \cGCIC\cC\/I CGHCLI cfcFCIfc ZG
(AGL=/G KI ZhCKCIfc+ /cc K\GcI \/ /,f\B
cC hGcCKI OkZFCHk\c AGGCc FI\GC\c/I\
hOBEI F kccL KccHGG EfGFC\/c cCGc
AGcffISeM CZFC\ck\F kccLLI \ffIIcfc OfC\B
cKc h/cCh c OfKG//I\ cfAI\CccCI CAHC\C E
KGChc c ZF/Cc \/F F kcc EC/I /cc hGcCKhGB
GI I FLFfGH\cS  h/Gc E c cfFChc FcCChCB
\/\cC hGcCKI OkZFCHk\c KZ=IC\KCcffI hB
OBEI hC/ccKKI HkL\ 	KZFCI OfC\cKI cB
OC\C\\ EfGFC\C\\ OCFKC\\S  h/Gc E GCCccK
KccC c/Ac h F\//I E ZE/\c  OfC\cKKI Hf\CCFB
FC E \ h/Gc ECGc EKO cCGccCCI ffcc+ \KOCh
Hf\CCFFC OfC\cK\\ \KCcchC kAck/Cc hZB
c/ISee  H ckL KGC GFIfc OCI hGGIFfB
HKfF\/I E GF//I+ Hfcc KI /AF ACh/I/I
kGG cc h  + /cc \Cc EcF/ccCCI hKCHFF\cC
cGCICI CFISed
..,"$FF 03A11$
\K HffcK\c cGCICI CFI H/ZFCc\C \/+
/cc OZKG/cZCHff\CFKC,/I GKCccH hGC\B
cf\ckL \C ZCIIGG//I hCCAc//GGC\/HOC hCZFC\B
ckF\/I HfKcKES hGGCI/I FI\ KGC cK\CI
\ffIcfcfIfc hCCAc//\//I EK C/HHCI+ HfcB
c Ikc hGcCK kZCccC Kcc hCCAc//I FKIcZKGGCCIB
\ /CF kF\CIKHI FC/Gc  S  H HffcK\
cOAcfC hCCH/C\c  I MJdnBGfhfI OfKGCh GC\B
\ S  GGLCI /\CH/ZFCF\C O/ZCIc/C\/\c ff,/I
hfK,/I EfAGCII\c cfGC F/\F/CI/I K\ \cB
GCIC\cC\c FfGccffZCS fcc hfKcc Kc/ccCCI
h\cI CGHI OKGCCccC\c \C\ GcL EllCI cAB
cCCI cI\\C/I E A/,/GHC E \AHOIE
IfccC/I 5 kF\CIF/ZcC\/\cC IfccC/I hOB
E\cS fhh KI \/FCI+ /cc KH\KHKGCI
EKAcE+ G/jI,/Z K\Z/h+ hcC IfKZCGG/
hOBCF HkL\ OKGCcCCF\c+ GKHC CGHI
C,/KGK=C\c EfGC\cf\cSe< KI/c c/Acc K\B
FKh\\ E /ICI=Z,C\\ KGChc I/FCI ZkAB
ckI//c cZEKHI ckLIc/FCELCGG//I KO/cf\c
8KjcZKcCI \GKCACI ckLEI E GF//ISe: ffcK\
KGC AfKHcch E cfF// CH\A/89I c//\C 
\ffZ/\c O/Z  IckHC\/\c FKAcC hGGIFfHKB
f\c /,/Gc hC ZhKESe`
BFf,/GG hCCA,/Hf\CCFCI c/FCELCGG KGC
H/IIkc GfES I\CHH C\/\c hCC\ChfKcC\B
\ffIICc/GH\c PMJe35dMQ HfK,K\cfC A/CGG/
FfCc/IFCI hCF/S llC+ cI=K E 8KjcZKccC
h\cI F kcCCI IFZC FHOIEKCcS fKB
,/I MJde HkLc hCCA,/Hf\CCFFC c/FC OGffI
/IcC\c GE/HOI CGHCLI S CFF hCZIB
KHC\FHOIEKCc hCCA,/Hf\CCFCI /ZC HfKB
cKE h\cI F kcCCI /,/GG//I EKCccCI+ I/
Akh F\kccCCI kG/C\/\cC K\F\C \K\CGC\cC\c ZB
F/IcHC\c hCCH/C\c  I MJdnBGfhfI OfKGCh B
GC\\ S  Gc EGc Khc O/Z C\CI HKI/c I/fB
hK\cKGCCccKGC\/c F/hk/I Hf\CCFCI FG\\CFKc+
Ffc/I hCFFO \F fIE/h\FCI \ h/Gc B
H c GfGfc /GKFfhC\\ 
9=6I'O @=7O PMJd<Q+
6H8RI PMJd`Q cC =92$ =92 PMJd3Q+ EKcF
Hf\CCFCGGC\CI FKH/,CKCI /Ch c A hC 
KGB
GkiKK,CI cfKI EI H/\cZCc/KF\CGG/ FfCI
FKZF/CIcI EKC\\FCI c/FIKGK=C\C\\ ZcFCB
\fC\\S CZIKHC\c/I CGH/CI/I OkZFCHk\ KGC
/,/\ EKGGCI chGG FKIcZKGGKC, F/hk/I HfB
\CCFCI E hACI=KGGC\CI OC,/cckE/I cI\\C/I
G/hC HC\c \GGCHGG K\ hCCA,/Hf\CCFCI
HfK,KC\cS KIcZKGGKCchC\\ KG/hGG FKcCB
HC\/GG cfKcIIKGG HkL\ /\c/ccCCI fGFKHCB
\/I cfKcIIKI GE G/hC HCI/IS  CI \ h/GB
eMS ZG (AGL=/G PMJJ3Q Y/Z W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c EC/I F/\F/CI/I ZKKGC I/fhK\cKFI\GC\c/I
hOBE\\ /,/GG//I FKZK\cfCS CZGGC\/\cC
8KF\cZKccC E HfCc hACI=KGGC\C cI\\/E
\CGcC /,/GG//I OA/F\fccCCISe_
f\CCFCI cfIIf\Gfhfc F/ZcKhc K\GcI
hGcCKI HkLIckHC\/\c FI\I cAcKKI /GC
\CCA/I+ HCc CAHC\/c cK,/GG AGf\Chc hOB
CFII FffII/GGS fKII MJd< O/Z cC kGC
OfKG/c FCFC\c FA,/\c HCGEKKI\c hGcCKI
OCIH\c G/hk\c KGC cI\\CB E hCCA,/HfB
\CCFFCS ffc Me Fc/=KZC+ EKcF \C\ G\Ch c
\CI8KICB+ FHZCB \/F F\hf\\ KGG//I FIB
\IHf\CCFCI+ \Chc EF GKOOfK\I G/hkB
cfKcIIK\cS F\C hfKcc HkLA/HHCI G/B
hkcfKcIcK KGC FA,/F\IF/ZcC\cfIfc E
hCCA,/Hf\CCFCI cfKcIcKFCI G A/\ FKGHCIB
F/ZcC\cfIfcSe3 H CGHCL I FkC IfKccC/I
cfKcIIK\\+ \CGG hfKII MJd: h A I kGC
OfKG/c OCI/cfC\c IfKc/C\c KGC hCCA,/HfB
\CCFFC+ HCF kGCccC HKICIF/ZcC\/\cC /\CH/ZB
FCF\C C,/KGK=C\/\cC GcfcfI/C,/I FfKZKGfB
GfE/I H  Z ISeJ KC\Gc EffZC I CI hfK\CB
I \ h/Gc E GCCccK KccC ZCh/CACI\ f\/Cc AfCOB
Of\fK\CccfE OKOfGZCHf\CCFCI \ h/Gc EC +
EKCGc HkL\ hGcCK GFKC cCGc c/KF\C F\hB
h\\ H  ZCIS  GGC\C c/KF\C cZhCccCCI /\CB
H/ZFCF\C hGcCKI EfGFC\ff\OKGCcCCFI cf/F\CS
HHccC\ h/Gc E c+ EKC,/I /I/HHC\cL KGC
\ffIcfcfIfc O/ZCIc/C\//I FG\\C\//I HfB
\CCFFCCI+ /Ch c KGG//c GfF\C kF\CHC/GC\C \CCc +
HCc/I hCCA,/Hf\CCFFCCI cfGC\C \fAcfcfS
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\F fIE/h\FC+ ch/C G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GfF\C \ h/GB
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/GCHCCIS HGG \ h/Gc E GCCccK \C h GCI//c
FCFF/CI \fK\CcfCHHI Hf\CCFCI K\BGf//I+
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cI\\CB E /GKFfhHf\CCFCI+ FKIcZKGGKCHC\/FB
\CS kk hCCA,/Hf\CCFCI \ h/Gc EC/I E cc HCB
\//I \ h/Gc E GCCcKI fGFKOfKG/GG/ KGC GffGcB
h\cC CIFCI K\CccCI Fc/f,/\\S 
/C, I
cKCH//IcfGKI\ KGC G A/\ OKCFF/fF\/cc
/ZCIKHCI/I+ /CF A/Cc AGfccf O  \c  
K\GGC\CF\C \ h/Gc E GCCcKI Ffcc E/cchC\c
/cfC\ffF\C\cSdn CI FfCc/IFCI AfKHccCCI+
/cc CGHI A/Cc GCCccK /C hKCIfc hCFfcc
c A I c ZF/  I Hf\CCFCI K\BGf//\//IS
J$1F/F $1..FF.?M,23
 h/Gc E c KIIC\cfChc h ACc/GG/I MJdnBGfhfI
FfGf/\\ O  \/H  I K\F\C /GCCccC S /ZCcB
c//\\ EK OKGCc%kZKKI O  cL\ hGcCKGGC\C\c
cC,/GCCcKC\c hfK,/Gc MJde hCZGGC\cC cCc/CGCB
EKC,/I \/HI+ Hfcc F kc IIL\\ cCc/C,/I
h GCGG KGC \ffZC /ZKhC\ffF\CSdM GcCK /C
kF\CIKHI OCIK\cIfc cCc/CGCEKCc E EFB
Ifc I CGG/ CF  I FfCI AkhCckF\/I /ZCGC\C
cGKf,/GGC\C E Hc/ZCGC\C /cfC\ffF\C+
hI cCc/CGCEc K\\Chc \fKZI hcC ICCc S
 H I EKA,K\c \ h/Gc EC\c cfGC MJdnBGfhfI
FfGf/\\ K\ \cGCIC\cC\c /GCCccC Sde
I AfKHCKIZhKC\c+ /cc hCFF FCFFC
\ h/Gc E GCCccKKI FffGfI//c Gf/ccCCI /GCCcCI
E \/ICF\C+ ZkAH I \C\ GG E/cfC\\ /cfC\ffFB
\C\\ KGC AfKHcchC /ZKhC\ffF\CS fI
\ h/Gc EC/I Hc/ZCGC\/c KGKc \K,I E GF//I
OZIChc AfKHcch\cC+ HkL\ /ZKc F\hKCB
hc \H cAcCS /ZCcc//\\ EKFC\/GG
\ h/Gc E GG KGC\C EK cfGGfc KGG KH OCIK+
Hfcc \kF\kGG MJ<_ \/ KGC hCI EKF FKGB
HII/GGSdd C/G \/GF/ HHCI I H /ZKc
I Fkh c FCFF/CI H/ZFCcc hCHOC/I \ h/Gc B
EC/I FKA,GGSd<
CIC\cCG/=/I, G,CHCZ \AF/Ilk KI
HfC\c/GHC\\I FfhIIfc E ZE/\c/GH  + EK\\
/GCCccCCI O  \\/CGG KGC KHc /cffc/I\S KZB
HGCc CAHC\/c \Chc \f kA,/\\ AfKI//\B
\ HKIC/I O/ZA/C,/I FKHHffI/C\\+ HfcB
c FfI \AF/Ilk hKCccC FI\CIh GC\/I OCB
IKFCGOCGfI+ A I/I hIA/HHCGG//I E ZE/\ckC
h GCccLH \cC KH FF\CKS  h/Gc EC/I KA/GG
HkL\ AfCOOfHff\CFKCGG KGC OfKGf/B/GCCcCI
\fKE/GfF\/\\ KCF/f\ \, FCFF/ cZhCcB
ch E /G H HffccfC A/GOKHHF\CSd:
/fhK\cKGCCcK\\ kGC :nBhfKcCF\C /G Ikc
\K\CKGK=C G,CHCZ AGO/IcKA FKZK\c+ HCB
c/I EK MJenBGfhfGG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 /ZCckC\/\cC MJdnB
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E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h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 c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 c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GkckF\/c ZF/Ic E \/ICGG//I KHc /ZCckC\B
OGh/Gfc F/\ IhC/ccKOCFKC\c \fIcKCACI+
ZfKFCGffI E EKO fcKCACISd3
F\C F/\F/CI/I /GCCcCI /cfKCF/f\ GCCcckC
\fHC\//I+ cCGI+ EK\\ A/ hC/ccCh c ckLI
fGFKOfKGC\/I hOBCFI\S \fIcKOfG
hCh\C F kc IIL\\ FCFFC /fhK\cKGCCcKI
FfOfIF/E E HKI/c EKfcfChc \fHI GB
F//GGC\C\\ OZF/C\\S I\CHH C\/I hCC\CB
hfKcC\\ffIICc/GHI chKCcc//F\C KGC \/c/ccf
Fff\C I/GCLH/cZC \fF\c FKA,/I+ EKGGKCI
ZCCcc h Ak=C/IC E HfFhff\c\K cfGC\Chc
ckk,kc/ckCF\CS  H E C FfCc/IFCI hCI cB
hKCcc//F\CS KC\/GG hCC\ChfKcC\Ff,/GG+ EKGB
GKCI CAHC\c/I AkhCIhKCIcCCI FCCIICc/ccCCI /,/\
EKIFCIGC\c AfKHCKc+ fZKKOI OfKG/C\/GB
G /I E GG \hfc/ccCCI hfKc//I MJd` H/IB
I/\\ Z/CGfI I/GE I I/GCLH/cZCI OCIcBG
\fF\c FKA,/ISdJ  A I \fAc/fc/ccfI \ B
h/Gc E /GCCccC \C E ZE/\c/cck KGKI\ hZ\CI
HfFhCF\CS
CcFCI MJdnBGfhfI GFf \ h/Gc E c hGCccCB
hc AGGCIIKGG/ AcC\c /GCIKGKC\cIS kFB
\kGG MJdd GfI O/ZCI cC/,/HC/AC E \Ccc/HB
HCI FCZECGCEKCc FK\F/Ifc O  cL\ KCF/f,/\c
h ACIc  I en I/GCLI FKFKC\//I /ZCGGC\//I
ckLAfKI//\//I+ \fCIOCIcBGI GC\ I + fGKB
c/ccCCI FK\F/HI HkL\ \ h/Gc EC S CFF
Fk\/ KGC ckLcCG\c+ O  cL\c KGC A/GOOK F kcB
c  O/Zf\c/GfI C\KHHI \fIIKI cZO//GG/S
HC\/GG O  cLF\/GG cfZhccCCI HkL\ /ZCGB
GC\c/I cCc/CGCEKC,/I E cC/,/HC/\c/I \fCIcB
GKE/I O/Zf\cHCI/I+ ZF/IcHCI/I E ZAKCcB
cHCI/IS<n ZCGGC\/I \ h/Gc EC/I cGKI ZF/IB
IKhG/IC/ \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E/IIf\+ EKGG
O  cL\ fGKc/ccCCI FK\F/HI \ h/Gc EC \/F \ h/Gc EC/I
\fHC\IKZHC/I F/ACcc HC\/\c * YK\cIKhG/IC/ \Kh/c
IZK,IkA FKHC\\ZKh \KEfl  K% fGfc\A/IC lACGC\AcB
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cHCI/I GFKC MJd<+ EK\FCI \/I ZF/IcHCB
I/I h/C hfK\CS<M ZK chGGC\c/I FI\GC\c/I
\fCIHA,KGGC\ffF\CCI F hC EKF cOfF\/\B
\ AfKHcchF\CS  kc IIL\\ hOBEIB
hC/ccKHA,KGGC\ff,/c FKcKI KGChc AkhCI
ZEGGC\C HfCGG/ FfCI /GCCcCI /,f\cECGG/S
 h/Gc E c Cc\/ O/Zf\c/GChc ff\C /cfC\ffFB
\CI GfKhI ckLI /,/GGkckF\CI S  h/Gc EC/I
HfFI GfKh ckL /C KGGfc HA,KGGC\c CGHI
ZCCcc hC HA,KGGC\ffF\C ckLIc/FKKI E hB
OBCFIS c\/ \C\\ \ h/Gc E c F kccCh c
FKFKfF\C\\I EKO /I/HH I CF Hc/B
ZCGC\c/I /cfC\ffF\C/I OKAcCHC\//I FfCI
+   

C,/KGK=C\//I+ OKGCCccC\/I cC /,/\ GfKhI
ckLALIS<e
hGGCI/I FI\ hC/ccC hOBCFI\ /IB
\C\CEC\/\cC fGFKIS \\/GCck\ GLkckk AcC\c
\fHC\KGKC\c+ EKcF ckLI\Ch c CAHC\C fGK\S
GFKCGH/G H GG/ KI FfCc/IFCI HkL\ FfGcB
cffZCI/I \/GCck\S ZAC\/\\ /fhK\cKGCCcK\B
\ O  K\ h /\cL\c \fC /,/GG//I HGG E
FfOfIFC/I \fFFC\c \ffZC K\ KGC \kIckB
Ikc H\/f,fGGS CCIO hOBEIhC/ccKB
chc KGChc OCcF GcC HGC\cf\cC\C+ HCACI
FffGfC+ /cc hOBCF FfGfC CAHC\c/I GfKI
hC/ZCGG/I E fGFKCGHBFcChCc//c/C\\S kGC/I
ZCcCGG KGC KGGfc cOI EfK,+ O/Gc FKZccC
E FfGE/\F/GG kHO ZCCI\ + E \H \CCZckC Ikc
FfOfIFC/I F,fCGG/S  \c F/ZcKhc h/I B
E IFC/GCI/I c/ZHC WOZK=fGFW E h/Z%C W=fGB
EcW+ EKcF OCc h c \C\ GG  I H/ZFCckF\C A/IB
FCGLI FKcCCI \ccHC\/\c CI h/c/G/AcCHCB
\//I+ /\ChCKGGC\//I \/F\CCI+ ZkkOO  HC\//I
cC kG/C\/\cC EIhC/ccKKIS<d
ZKE \fHC\/I c\K\\ GLkckC \CGcC HkL\
/GCCcCI \C\ Gc S GfF\C HKIC h A/HH I cfIB
I/ccf \ h/Gc E EKfcfC ckkckH  I Z/\fZ\\C/I
Offcc//\\ h A C\/HOCCI /cfC\ffF\CCI+ FfI
c\ EKAchCGG \ h/Gc ECGG KGC hZ\CI HfFhc
KGchcS /Z=/C ZKFK8E/h+ EKF MJdnBGfhfI
OfKGCh GC\\ \/ccfC Ok\kh \cC /fhK\cKGCCcB
cKKI E \fC K\FKh\\+ IKC GfF\C Cc\/GB
G//I I/GE I AfKI//I \fIcK I/GCA/IFC\/GG/
O/ZA//GG//I+ GC\ F\C A I /,/GGkccC /ZCGGC\c 
ckLAfKI/ccS<< ZKFK9/h \C GKOfGc AGfB
HI\+ Hfcc h\c Okk,/cck  I \Cc \fKZI
KGKcKhCGcS<: 
 I \C HkL\ \ h/Gc E cGKI
hGHC\cf/\\ \CCc /I\CHH C\/I hCC,/I AfKB
I//I \fIIKI+ hCFFFCI A I KGC IKIfc
Fff,/I AfKI//I \fIcK E fcKcGGCS<`
CCI HC\\ ZKFK8E/h \C FCCcc  GfF\f\B
\fIIK\cI kAc/kF\C  I KGKcKhCCI+ HkL\
Hffc EKAchc \ h/Gc E c AIFFChc \fKZCGG
kAc/kF\CGG  I OfKGf/EKAcECCI OZ/HOC /cfCB
\ffF\C FfCI \ h/Gc E GCCccK Ok\ckC cZEKHB
HIS HCcZC AK\cFKhCc\A HffI Hf\\
\CCZckC GKOOfhfK,/\c MJd` ffc//I /IcC\c 
\ffZ/HOI \fIcKKI E G A/\ckC \Ccc/I FCZB
E/Cc\/ cGCIC FCCcc  F\//I \fIIK\cS<_ AK\B
cFKhCc\A KGC FfCc/IFCI hC/G f\/HHCI kAB
c/k,/\\ hZ/IcC /ZCEI+ EKGc A I Okk\C
ffcc GKHB\fIcK \/F \Kc\GCCI \cf
\F\GC\c fcKS<3
C\ C\C\c /ZKC\c AfKGCHcc /GCCccC GFKC
/ZKccfcf FI\I /I/HHC\cL\c S \fHC\/I
KA/GG ZfK\c HfK,K\cfC \/GF/ \cC /ZKcch
c/FCE S fKF ZCCccC I GF hfK\C GfFffI KcB
cHcc FkGG FCFCGG/ Hfcc AZhKCI \Cc KGC
HKICOfKGC\/\cC \chIS C/G \K,I EcFfB
/\\ F/h  GG MJ<< \ h/Gc E GCCccK \C \ h/Gc B
EC/I F/\Ff\cGKI kAc/kc//I KHI ZhCIcKGI+
EK\\ E ZE/\c/ccCCI OCc\C EfAGC+ HkL\ cZEKCGB
cCCI O ChCcc C\/c c/ZCc GCCcKI E \/ICGG/S HGB
G \ h/Gc E c O  \Ch c K\GGC\CF\C \fGE/cfC\c
/ZCckC\FfOKC\c+ EKC\c Ok\ckC CGHI \  IIL\B
c/GkFKZcc/E K\cHI cfKcc/Cc GFKAKGC\c E
cfOF\c GCAI E FGIS<J  ZE/\c/GH I
/ZCFKC\ffF\CCI FffGfC HkL\+ /cc /GCCcCI ZB
hCIcKGc E /ZCckC\FfOc KGChc AGh/HOC
FfCI I/+ EKcF KGChc FCFCGG/ hKCHCS
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h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 /G B
H  I\ fGFKI cC \C\ GG Ac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OLk, I   Z/\\ + /GCCccC cO\C cKC\CI \fGE/B
cfC\\ ZhCIcKGKC\\+ EKC\\ KGC cZEKGG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Z\B
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 H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hkkcCc/CGCEKCc cC EllB% I,/E S  C,/I F kB
c IcLE/I HkLc /ZK F/C\ZCGGC\//I /I E  I
/C GKOfGc KGGfc E ZCI \ffZCS CFF ZAI
H/ZFCck\ /C /fhK\cKGCCcK\\ KGGfc kAc \ffB
ZC FfCI G II/\\ + OC,/ccCCI /\CH/ZFCF\C FCB
FCGG/ O/ZCcc//\\ hKCIc/I ZhCIcKGKC,/I
ACIIc H/GFK kGA  GG + EKcc ICC,/I GfKII/
/cfKCF/fc/ccfE/I FKFKKIcfHC\OCFFI KGCB
\C FKZK\cfIfcS GCCcCI K\Gc OC,/ccCCI AfKGC
\CCc + /cc ZfOGc /Ch c O  \\//c GKOOfHIS
I3.3+A 105,51.
/I E GG GFKAKGCI \ffZFfGfcfF\/GG KGC hZB
\CIFCI /GCCcCI OCCZC\\ OCcF c O/ZCIc//cS KcF
KGC O/ZCIc/C\/\cC F kc/cck EfAGO ChCI ZfIB
\\cC+ Hfcc h\c M_nnBGfhfI GKOOfOfKG/GB
G cZEKIII GC\  IckHC\/I E ZEKCcf\c/I OKC\B
cfHC\/I EKA,K\c GFKAKGCIFfGfcfF\/\c GB
FKC cfGG KI=/GHS fKHC\FfGccffZC KGC \kIckB
Ikc kHO ZC\cL\\ + EK\\ GFKAKGC \C AZhKCIS
C\GfF\/I cfGcf F kccLLI /I E GG M:nnB
GfhfGG hKcF\c KGC cfGGfc F/\F/CI/I K\ hB
OBEIhC/ccK E EfAGCHC\cS fAGO Ch c
KGChc FfCc/IFCI AZh\\+ EKc/I \CGGKCI FfI
h/I G CI/I EKC+ A I EKC hGch\cCS \ AfOC
KGC Fc\K+ FfF E C hCCH/C\/I Ok\ckkIS M3nnB
GfhfGG EfKHC\/\c KGC cfGGfc EK \/I c\KI KIB
=/GH+ /cc GFKAKGCFfKG/HC KGC hfK\CccCI
cfAI\CS K\F hGcCK \C \ffZ/I K\I h/ZKB
cfGKC\cI GFKAKGC\c E c/GC\cK AkLckC FfB
O\c+ /C \CGG/ c/Ack EffZC HCc  IS:n
GGIFfHKf\ /C GFKAKGC A hCcc Ikc+ OCB
F/HHCIFCI O CIh\cKCIS GFKAKGCIF kccL KGC
EK C/HHCI GFIfc \, F/\F/C\/I K\I
ckLG C\c/I hOBEIhC/cK\\S GcCKhGGI
FCCIICcc /\\ GfF\C hZ\CI h A I AfKHCKc
hOBEI cKCHCIII KZ=IC\KCHC\//I EfKB
HC\/I K\ff\ FKZK\cfCS  A I h\cccCCI \  B
c H GG /ZCGC\C GF/E ZEKCccHI HffI
Hf\\ GFKAKGCIF kccL + FKZcCIO/Gffc E
%CGEZ,CS:M GkHk\cLI E h/I G C\/I /GCCcCI
F/\Fff,/\\ FK\c/CGG+ HfhZAC\//I EcB
FfhCGG EfAGCGG KGC hAhc M3nnBGfhfI GFffI
fGKccfhc O/ZCIc//cS C=/\CI HfFI /ZCckCB
\/\cC K\FKh\\ c/GC E ZE/\cC hGcC\C EfAB
GC F kc IIL\\ FcF/HccKHI hCZcIS:e
KI/c OC/I/c+ hCZGGC\/I OKGCcCCFI FI\\
ZC\cCZCC,\\ KGG//c \/CFc cK,C\cChc /GCCcCI /ZCB
KCF/fF\C\cS  kc IIL\\ HKI/c FC/GG/ckc
\Cc KGChc A/CGG/ \GGCccfES fI /\CH/ZFCF\C
GKOOfhfK,/\c MJd_ FKZF/BZhKCI/I OfKB
Gf//I /,f\cE ZhK\c/GC \ h/Gc EC I C,/I
C,/KGK=C\C\c hCZA/C\c + \ h/Gc E c h\c\Chc
ZhK\c/G/HGG AGGCIcK ACcf,/\c \ h/Gc B
EC/I Hc/ZCGC\c/I KGKE/I E ZE/\c HC\/\\ S
 h/Gc E c HffI Hf\\ CGHKCccChc cZhCc\/B
hI\ FGf%CAfKI/C\cKI+ EKF OCc C\C hZf\c
;kk=/GCGG E %CGEZ,COLk, GG S:d AK\cFKB
hCc\A HkL\ HfC\c+ /cc %CGEZ,C E /\CH/ZB
FCF\C OKF/ZCI O/Gff KGChc F/\F/C\C \ h/GB
c EC/I AZZ\cfF\C MJdnBGfhfGGS:< CGEZ,C
FffGfC FKZcCIO/GffI KA/GG hCZGGC\/\cC cfKB
HCcchC/I AZZ\cf\c/I EKfFFKKI+ EKCc KGC
MJenB E MJdnBGfhfI hCAc//\\ kZCc/cck FKB
FKII FC/Gc  S::
GFKAKGC cZEK FCFC\c \/GF/CHH I /\CB
H/ZFCI FI\I E /GCCcCI kAc G C\kkF\C\c E
/ZKC\c hOBEIhC/cKI \fAc//IS C/G 
M3nnBGfhfGG EfKHCI/I KGC KGGfc /ZCckC\/\cC
/GCCcCI KI=/GHS /fhK\cKCFI \/ FfCc/IB
FCI \CCZckC kA /I/HH I HkL\ chGGC\/I
FI\I KI=/GHF\CS fK,/\c MJ<n hfKc//I
MJ3n GFKAKGCI FKFKIC\FfGfcf\ cfOGIcfC
E OfA,\c GFKAKGC FfGfC hCZGGC\c/I cCG\B
cKE/I HfFI kGC M_ GCcZ EKFC\c M: hfKcB
c c kcc Ikcc FKA,/IS K,/GGCI/I H  Z KGC
hZH\cC hC/G \ffZ/HOC+ FK\F cCG\cK /C \CB
\ GG GCcKIc /CF ckLOCFKCGc hZ\c/ccf
c/FIC\c GFKAKGCS:` /I G CI/I EfKHC\FfGcB
cffZC KGC FfCc/IFCI /I\C\CEC\/\cC \K\CGC\c
cKCHCIc+ EKAKI GCCcckC hC/ZCGfE E CAHC\c/I
cOHC\c fGFKIS  \\ \fAc//\\ \/ OCB
F/HHCIFCI kA,C\cC FfCI /ZKccC /GCCccC chGB
GC\/\c FI\\cS ZK GLkckk /II/I FCFF/
hCZIKHC\c/I \fAcfcfHC\/\c GFKAKGCIB
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+ Hfcc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I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 KGC AfKHcch\cC OC/I/HOC+ HCF KI FKB
FKI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F kccLLIS CZIKHC\c/I cKCHCII\c hKCB
,I I A, + HCGGKCI \ h/Gc EC/I \/H CcB
\/  I \fKE/G/hI /GCCccCZkAH I hFCCIcfCS
C/G MJdnBGfhfI OfKGCh GC\\ AGGCIIKI
E \ h/Gc EC/I h GCGG KGC GfFfC\C kAc//IKccKB
E cCc/CGCEKC,/I GFKAKGCIF kcLI cCCHKCGcS
 F/HkF\C\\ GfKhI ckLI /A,KC\c E /,/GB
GkckF\C\c KGC ZC\cCZCCcS fKII MJd< \ h/GB
c E GCCccK KGC ZCCOOfhCI/I %C\CI+ C,/ckLB
G C\c/I HHccCGCCcKI ZAhCZZKC\cS %C\CI
cZF\cf\FKHC\\CK KGC hC/ZCGGfc \ h/Gc E GCCB
cKI /ICI=Z,CI K\\cK\\ E Ffc\fC I C,/I
C\cfIcKE WEfKOOKFKFKfF\CF\CWS \\cKI \CAB
c//ZC G,CHCZ KA/G\KI cKc/\C  F C\/\\ h\B
cCI//\\I %C\CGG/+ /cc/Ch c HKC\/c /O HB
HccCGC\/c hKCI//c kHH Zc  KGK\fAc/Cc+
EKCc  GkGGCI/I E GfKh ckL /,/GGkccCh cS:_
CI \ h/Gc E GCCccK Ok\ckCFCI AGGCc\/HI
cKCHCIcI\ Cc\/ CGHI+ /cc Hffc FfCI \ B
h/Gc E c Ok\ckCh c hCFfccHI \CKC,/I E ZB
E/\c HC\//I GCCcKI \C\ GG S  c /II/I \ccfC
FfCc/IFCI hC/G cKCI/I H/ZFCcc h GFKAKB
GCIF kccLLI GCCcckIkc kAc//IKccK AGGCIIKI
FI\\S  H KGC HkL\ CIK cOf\ MJdnB
GfhfGG+ FfI \ h/Gc E /ZKc/ccCCI GCCcK\cIS
 h/Gc E GCCcKI OfA//IEKAcE PMJdd5d_Q E
\I=/I OfZCcICI/I OfKGf/%kZKFZccC+ CB
FKGC \A/GEOKh E ZE/\cC \ h/Gc E G/jI,/Z
K\KGKhCI /ZKccHC\/I cGh/GG MJd`S K\KB
GKh KGC CA/fccIfc /Z  \\ /GCCcCI ZhCIcKG\B
\ H/GFKC\/I FOFFcOO/GfIS k\//\\ /C
KGGfc /I\CHH CI/I F/ZcS  h/Gc E GCCcKI
kG/C\FKFKf\ Fc\KC+ /cc/C c H I W\FI,GCIW
CA/fccE KGGfc F/GOKCI/I I/fhK\cKcCc/CGCB
EF\C E /cc c GGC\/I HKZGC\/I FKZZfOcCKI
cfGC\C h\cC\ff,/\\FCI EKAc /ZKccHC\//IS

fGC=IC\HC E %KA//HC /G H IcO /Ch c
\KOCI//c /fhK\cKGCCcKI  GkHk\cLGG/S:3
K,/GGC\ff\ E OfZCcIC\/c OkZFCHkF\/c
cf\FCI FKAc\Chc cKC\CIS K\KGKh /C GfKB
OfIfc EfKHchKC\cI+ EK\FCI A I ZkAckC
cKCH//I Z/A%CGCcKC,F\//I Cc\/I\ C,/KGKB
=C\/\cC KCF/KOOC\/GG ckLGG S GG/ hfK\C cB
OfF\/\c A I KGC fZFH/IC\cIC\\ F/Z  B
H \\ FI\IGfGfES:J K\KGKhCI /ZKccHCB
I/I E C kF\Ccc C\cOfF\/F\CS fZCcICI/I
\A/GEOKh EKfcfC E cc H  I \ h/Gc E GCCcKI
OfA//IEKAcEI OCFI E EcFK\\ GCCccK
EKAcChc kF\CIKHI \ h/Gc E c+ EKcF OCcCh c
AfKG/I KHC\cIS /ZZI E \/Ikk,/I \B
cfI \ h/Gc E GCCcK\c /C A/ZF \cC /ZKc/ccfS
Of\ FfCc/IFCI K\KCcc AkhCI \/I+ FfCIF
GFKAKGCIF kccLLI hCZGGC\/\cC \fAcf,fccCCI+
E \/I FfCIF /GCCcC\c cfGC hZ\CI IKO/\cC
CHHffIC hCZGGC\/I OKGCcCCFI hcCHfF\CGG/S
GFKAKGCIF kccL Ok\kC \ h/Gc EC/I F/\B
Fff,/\\ hZ\CI FKZF/GG c\KGGS  h/Gc E 
CACG 	KG,\Ac/CI FCZEKCccC MJ`nBGKOfGG
HfC\c/GHI\+ EKC\\ A I IcKC kHH Zc  
/cc \ h/Gc EC/I F/\Fff,/\\ GFKAKGC KGC
cK,/GGCI/I KI=/GHS /ZZI A I \C Ffc\fI
FKI\/ZccCCI GFKAKGCKI=/GHC\CGG/ cZFKCc/B
cf\\ O\kFCcZC\/\\ \CZG\\S \CCIckE KGC
\CZGI OKcCG\S G/C\L FKK\cfC EKAch\c
OfKGf/h /\c + FCZECGCEKC\c+ c/cc/ZCh /\c E
\ h/Gc EC\c + FCFFC \CZGI OKcCGCcS`n CB
cK\ KGC GFKAKGC\KCcfI//I /GCCcCI G/OKFKcC 5
OCFF EKc /C hCZGGC\/\cC KGGfc KG/H\\S
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	KG,\Ac/CICI HfFI HKI/I \ h/Gc E I GB
FKAKGCIAffZfCI/I hOBEIhC/ccK HfKB
,K\cfC \ h/GGk\ckLI cK,/GGC\/F\C /\c//F\CS
KICGG/ O/G\cfF\/F\C FKCcfChc ICCI \IKcfc
GfKhI cKCHCIII GKHF/\FfF\/c A%=:
OT=H!4'IOT=B+ /Z  IGC\/c F/\ \CCZcKGc cC G/B
OKFK,Cc+ EKcF KGC cZFKCc/ccf G/O  HC\//I E
ZfAGGC\//I \ h/GGk\ckLALIS GFKAKGC cKFC
KGC cZEKGG I C\\ G/OKFK,/C\\FCI+ Hfcc
ICC\\ \/Ic  I O  \C /ZKKI chGGC\/\c FB
h/ZCOKZfF\cS  GGC\C OCFFKE \ h/Gc E B
GCCccK KHC\cC flI GfKIIKIFfICCI FkG I
cfIcfH\\ Mnn FCGKH/cZC K\FKh\c G IB
c//I+ /ICI=Z,CI Gf//GG PHCc CGH/C\CHB
HCI /ZCEK/I cfIcfH\\Q+ hIKhKI GC/O/CGB
G \/F f\/C\\ /ZC FkGOkG FKAc/C\\ /ZCckCB
\/\cC fF\C\\S`M
C/G MJdnBGfhfGG \ h/Gc E c GKHCGChc
OCcF GcC /ZCGGC\C\\ cC/c//IB E cCc//Ic/FCELCGG/
KHC\c/cfC\\ GKHF/\FfF\C\\S \CH/ZFCF\C
ZKFK8E/h hC/ccC O/ZA/CI//I F/\ I\ /I\CHB
H C\/\c K\FKhI hfK,/\cI GF/I c ZB
F/CHHCGG OKGCCccC\/GG/ E cCc//GGC\/GG/ /GCCcCGG/
KHC\c/cfCGG Gf/CGGS  h/Gc HC\/I KA/GG
A I \ccKC O/Gc c/IIC\c + fC, E F/\FCcck 
GfF/HC\//IS fKII MJd_ CFKGCI 	KZ\\
A I/I O/ZA//I\ F kcL\\ KGC C,kGGCI/I OfCB
I/I FF\CF/ZZKF\CI/I WF/\ HLFFCW M3nnBGfB
hfI GKOfGc E IOfZ/CI HfCc c ZF/CHOC 
I/fhK\cK\ h/Gc EC S WLFCIW /GC ,c\AI OZB
h/FF//GG ZKFK8E/h \ h/G\C /Z Cc I/fhK\cKB
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Z/O/ZcfZCI F/\F/C\CHOC \ h/GGkF\C + ChI
Ffc/I HKI/c HffcFCI HI EKAchC\c \ B
h/Gc EC\c S`e cFK\\ ZKFK8E/h hC/ccC EKO
/I/HH I CF /ZCGC\C\\ GKHIhC/ccKF/\B
FfF\C\\ f\cI /Z/I ZIIGG E K\FKB
hI kHO ZC\cL\\ FfCI FfOfIFC\fIIKGB
GIS`d C/HHCI HCICcfI HCcZC AK\cFKB
hCc\ACI \fK\CFFCOCFF c\ KGC /ZCEK/I /GB
GKH /GG Ph/IS KHZKhKQS CCOfZCI Z,I
hZZ/\\ \CECc\/h C,kGGCI/I FkG KGC EK /II/I
hGGIFfHKf\c G A/\ cfAII/I AfhCGI
F/\FCcckH S K,I E GF//I AK\cFKhCc\ACI
GC\ F\C II AHcKh+ HCcZC CAc\AKh E
HKI/c Hffc KccChc Gf//I KHF\//IS
KHB\fIIKc E BF/\FfF\/c KGChc kGCO  B
c  I F/\F/C\/GG \CEGG /GCCcCI hOBEIhC/B
cKI E ZE/\c HC\/\\ + Hfcc HkL\ chGGC\CGG/
FI\GC\CGG/ I/ KGChc F/\F/CI/I hOB
EIhC/ccKcOS`< /C\ZCEI O/ZCIcLI /fB
hK\cKGCCcK\\ KGC ZfI\\cC F/\ \fIcKE+ ,cB
\AKE+ EKCGG/ I/fhK\cKhGc F/ACccC F kccL S
GfF\C ICCc K\KCc/ccCCI ckLG C\c/I hOBEI
F kccLLI+ Hfcc \fIcKOfG\c F Z\ChC\\ 
K\FKh\\ E /ICI=Z,C\\ ICCc F kc/ccCCI
ZfI\\cC HkL\ kHO ZChfKcC\//I \fHCB
\//IS`: GkHk\cL F kccC F/\ \fIcKE hIAKB
E/I hGGIFfHKf\c /,/Gc I/C,/I /G H IcB
OKE/I\ \ CGkcc HC\//IS /+ HCF /C FfOfIB
=C\\ KGGfc /I  HA,KGGC\c+ EcFfC EffZC
F/\ \fHC\/\\S`` Cc cfG// chGGC\//I
FI\I+ F/\ \fIcKE /C ZCCcc Ikc FCFCGG/S
/\ \fIIKc HA,KGGC\cChc h/c kckHC\/I
A/FcC\/\c FfOfIFC/G H \c H\/f,fI
ZfAI E \ h/Gc EC/I cOfF\/\\ HkL\
ZfAGGC\//I ckLIc/FKKIS  h/Gc E GCCcKI
MJ<nBGfhfI GKOfGG KHF\fHI OKGCcCCFI
HfFC\/\cC \ h/Gc E \ccKC hC/cc  c GGC\/\B
\ F/\FfF\/\\ FKZF/CIcI I/GE FffFfcc
hfK,/\\ E GCCccK HF\C\C FCFFC Ff\cIB
IfF\/c ZfKF HfFI Gf/ccfI FAc/I
FffFfc/I hfK,/\\S  h/Gc EC/I O/ZA/ E
cZO//GGCI/I A/IFCGLFfIc+ Ffc/I \ h/GGk\c/I
\IKCccEc+ KGChc HkL\ c/Zh/cfGG/Cc+ Hfcc
A/C\c c kckC HF\ <e ZfOG O Ch Gc S`_

fCOOf\ h/Gc ECGG/+ EKcF \ccKChc \,
\cKE/IcfAI\C/I ZfOGC/I \ffZfC\C OGFCIB
cKE+ c H cf\FCI KGC KI=/GHS CGcC \ h/Gc B
E GCCcKGG KGC GKHF/\FfF\C\c EKO kGCcZEKIB
c+ FK\F /\CH/ZFCF\C chCI CC\\ \CECIB
I//I GKHF/\FfF\/I F kccL\c/ KGC hCI
`_ R+ HC\c \kk\c \CCc GfKhfccCCI MJ<JS`3
 GG//I F/ZZI /ZK chGGC\//I FI\I KI
\/GF/ + hCFF OkZFCHk\ KGC kAc/CI/IS KF
F/\ hCCFKIGKOOf OfKGC HCGEKKI HK\FKB
hGC\c HcF\C /\CFfOfIFCGf//I hCAZ/CGB
G/ hkLAkFF/CGG/+ KGKH/I\FKE/I cOC\CGG/
Gf/CGG/S`J KC\CI \IK/I I/FCI+ EKCGG /C KGGfc
KH ,c\A+ cC HA,KGGC\ffcc hfKFZc
\/GGC\c+ F kccCh c hOBCFI\ OfC\cKB
Gf/CGGS 
C/HI GG/ OfKG/c K\FKhI /\CB
F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 H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hCGc+ EKC\\ KGC C/HHCI \fIfc c/GC E
Hffc c\ZCICFC\c /GCCccC + c kcckCh c Ikc
OfKGf/EKA,K\c+ hGcCKI E ZH/CEI EKAcB
EC\c \/F cCc/CGCEKC\cS fAGCHC\FfGccffZCI
HKI/c cCc/CGCEc KGChc hZH\cC KOOCI//c EK
/II/I hGGIFfHKf\c+ Hfcc /ZCckC\/\cC
MJdnBGfhfGG ff\C /GCCccC KHF\fC cOKE+ EKcB
F KGChc ZC\cCZCC,\\ hCZGGC\/\cC Akh F\kcckB
E/I IKZHC/I FI\\S HGG FfI hGcCK F hC
GFKAKGCIh\cC\C FHOIEKCc+ /GCCccC EfAGC
kLHkLA  I hCCIIAffZfC\C\\ EfAGC\\IS
C\cCZCCc F hC CGHC K\KGKhCI cOfF\/\\+
EK\\ OfZCcIC\/c IKZHCc E GFKAKGCI F kB
cLI cK,/GGC\ff\ KGChc h\cFFCIS  kc IB
IL\\ cOf\ FfCc/IFCI E C CIfcF/ZcC\/F\C
E K\KCccC+ /cc hCZGGCI/I OKGCcCCFF E IKZHCc
FK\FChc /GCCccC hCI K\CccCIS GCCcCGG KGC KCB
F/f\ AIFFC HkL\ \fKZI FC/GG/cckE \CKCB
c+ Ffc/I hCFFO %CGEZ,COLkcC + EKGGC\c
\ h/Gc E c   I/FF  \cC Cc\/GG//I hcChcFCIS
 h/Gc EC/I O  \k MJdnBGfhfI FfGf/\\
\cGCIC\cC\//I /GCCccCCI HA,KGGC\cC A/CGG/ OCc\C
f\/C,/I IKZHC/I FC/Zc HC\/I+ E HkL\ HKB
IC HfCc hOBEIhC/ccKKI FffGfhC /cfCB
\ffF\CS CCI HC\\ chGGCI/I FI\ EKfcfC
/G H  I FfOfI=/C\\ /ZCcc CI Ac\cC+ \ B
h/Gc ECGG/ HkLII/ccCCI KCF/f\ cCGhCCI \fIcKCB
ACI+ GCIKE \fIcKE/I FKZEHC\//I E A/CGG/
ZF/II/ccCCI KHC \ h/Gc E cGKES ZCckC\/\cC
EKAchc \ h/Gc E c O  \Ch c \fHI hZ\CI
cCGh\cC E HfFh\cCS hGGCI/I F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c c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 c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 c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c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